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JUNE
19th

Joint Club Adventure

Seattle Jaguar Club & JOCO
Tour of Mt St Helen’s Environs

JUNE EVENT

Meet at 10AM at the Country House Restaurant (404 State Rte 506,Toledo,WA
98591) or neighboring Chevron station on west side of I-5 at exit Exit 59.

Adventure starts at Toledo and finishes at McMenamin’s Restaurant for dinner and
optional overnight stay at Kalama Harbor Lodge (215 Hendrickson Dr,Kalama,

WA 98625) 360.673.6970 https://www.mcmenamins.com/kalama-harbor-lodge
Availability of rooms is limited. Book ASAP.

RSVP for the drive and if you are staying for
dinner on Saturday evening. When RSVPing,
please include the names of both driver and
passenger, and include a photo of the car you
intend to bring.

Kurt Jacobson, 253.229.6905
KurtGJacobson@gmail.com 

or
Brian Case
253.329.9126 
sbcase253@hotmail.com 
or
Kent Wiken
206.604.6167 
kwiken50@gmail.com.



The Henry
Ford
Susie and I missed the
Eugene drive out
because we were visiting
this cutie and

her parents. I
think I mentioned that
this trip was coming in
my last monthly
address. I really wanted
to join you all to visit
our club partners in the
south but the family trip
made that impossible. I hope it was a great time for all.

The trip was great seeing the kids and their little farm in
Ohio, but I don't intend to bore you with family pictures.
What I want to share is a destination you really need to
experience if you find yourself in the vicinity of
Dearborn, Michigan. It was fun for our whole clan.

I heartily recommend spending time at the Henry Ford
Museum.This is so much more than another car muse-
um. It is the largest indoor/outdoor museum in the
country and you will need two days just to catch it all. I
would actually recommend three days, especially if you
take the tour of the Rogue factory where you will see an
actual Ford production plant.

We stayed at the Dearborn Inn which was built by
Henry Ford in 1931 as a place for guests to stay when
they flew into his airport on one of his Ford Tri Motor
aircraft. It's a lovely hotel still much like it was in 1931,
which means the rooms are a bit small but very nicely
appointed.

Henry built the outdoor portion of the museum in 1929
as a way to celebrate the innovations of his day.To do
this he took 80 acres of land and built a village of some
of the biggest history of the day. Here you can ride a
steam train or a horse drawn bus. Of course, you can
take a ride in a model T or simply wander the streets
past the history making buildings of Henry's day:
Blacksmith shop, candle maker, farm glass blower and
more are all as they actually were when they were in
use.
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Board of Directors 
TERMS EXPIRE JANUARY 2022

Carl Foleen, Portland
Rex Schneider, Forest Grove
Mike Scott, West Linn

TERMS EXPIRE JANUARY 2023
Tomas Bromander, Portland
Sue Kornahrens, Portland
Fred Nuttall, Portland

TERMS EXPIRE JANUARY 2024
Don Compton, Gaston
Mathew Nowak, Sandy
Clint Percival, Milwaukie

Of!cers and Chairs 
President: Rex Schneider, Forest Grove

Vice President:  Seth Shenker, Eugene

Secretary: Open

Treasurer:  Mark Hull, North Albany

Historian:  Stuart Trenholme, Portland

JOCO Roster:  Barbara Grayson, Portland

JCNA Regional Liason:  Barbara Grayson, Portland

Membership:  Sue Kornahrens, Portland

Partnerships & JOCO Marketplace: Open

ABFM Liason: Mike Scott, West Linn

ABFM Liason:  Rex Schneider, Forest Grove

JCNA Concours Chair:  Mike Scott, West Linn

JCNA Concours Chief Judge:  Rex Schneider, Forest Grove

Newsletter Editor:  Glen Enright, Hillsboro

Webmaster:  Seth Shenker, Eugene

w w w . j o c o . o r g

Rex Loquitor

Rex Loquitor continued on page 3
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Legal Stuff:The Cat Fancier and JOCO’s website content

are publications of the Jaguar Owners Club of Oregon,

1641 SW Multnomah Blvd., Portland, OR 97219.All

images and descriptions therein are copyright Jaguar

Owners Club of Oregon, or their respective owners if a

corporate logo, or other image, is noted as copyrighted

or registered. Except for use in The Jaguar Journal, or a

sister JCNA club publication, no item, image, or descrip-

tion therein june be reproduced in any form without

expressed written permission. £ 

NOTICE:

JOCO Board Meetings are held the second Thursday
of every month unless otherwise noted (please con-
sult the JOCO website for the most current
updates). JOCO events are in Bold face type on the
Club Calendar, other Jaguar club and local events of
interest are in regular type.

YOU are welcome and encouraged to submit
ideas/comments to the JOCO board.The editor is
actively seeking articles / photos. Send submissions
by e-mail

Disclaimer:Any technical information published here
is without claim for accuracy, and is to be used with
caution unless and until verified by another source
as true and accurate.Any information published is
intended to be for educational purposes, and not for
use by the reader for at-home repair and/or mainte-
nance. JOCO recommends that our readers use the
services of a well-qualified mechanic/shop for any
and all service to your motorcar. £

Find us on the Internet: www.joco.org.

Henry brought his original factory, the Wright Bros. original shop and
Edison's laboratory and put them in his village.There are block after
block of famous homes.We wandered through the homes of Henry Ford,
Robert Frost, Noah Webster and others.

We even ate at the Eagle tavern, a full service tavern built in 1831.The
wait staff were all attired in the uniforms of the mid-1800s and the food
was excellent.

The next day we did the main Museum. It's not the Smithsoinian, but for
a museum focused on the innovations of Henry's day forward it is quite
impressive. There are wings for every kind of transportation. The indus-
trial revolution is represented with some of the most impressive steam
factory equipment I have ever seen. From Lincoln to Rosa Parks, the
freedom movement is covered very well. By the way, did I mention they
have cars?!

My intention is not to take you exhibit by exhibit through the museum.
So, before I get too detailed, may I just say, it would be worth your time
to see where the American love affair with the car began.

Rex Loquitor from page 2
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An eager group of early risers met Mike Scott and Sandi

Lesh for their outing to Eugene. We were all eager to

make a return visit after the prolonged Covid shutdown, to

Vintage underground, the Sports Car Shop and John Quilter’s

amazing collection of 1/43 scale model cars.

Joe Potter at VU was the ultimate host, letting us wander at will

around his newly expanded restoration facility, after giving us a

short talk covering his latest XJ12 hotrod project.

We then moved on to the Sports Car Shop where Bob

and Brenda Macherione welcomed us, and where we

were treated to a free lunch provided by Joe Potter. Bob showed

us his latest assortment of projects he and his crew are working

on in the shop, plus some of the consignment cars on offer.

At John Quilter’s, we were greeted by some of the cars (full-

sized) that John is proud to talk about, before being ush-

ered into the house where, it seemed, every square inch of flat

and wall surface displayed hundreds of 1/43 scale model cars!

Some of these were fresh out of the box and others were

reconstructions that John crafted himself.You really missed a

treat to see the cars and hear the tales John had to tell.

Abig Thanks to Mike and Sandi for organizing, to Seth for

getting us to John’s house and to Joe, Brenda and Bob for

taking a Saturday to entertain us all.
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Underground Revisited 
Mike’s Event Hit All the Right Buttons

More photos on page 14
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Like many folks, now that I'm older and
can afford things, I'm exploring proj-

ects I wanted to do as a kid and couldn't
afford. Hidden rooms, weapons walls, and
a host of unusual acquisitions have defined
this time of my life. One thing I've wanted
to do since I was a young man was build-
ing an E-Type hot rod.We call that a
restomod now, but I wanted the look of
an E-Type with the power and perform-
ance of a modern sports car.

My first two E-Types were 1967 Series
1.5 and a 1964 Series I. Both were

fun, but I really couldn't afford to keep
them running while I was in my 20s.
Moreover, the 1964, which I bought from
a Doctor who raced it, was a money pit.
It was so bad I had to go to work at a
Jaguar shop to keep it running,which it
rarely did well. But with three side-draft

Webber carburetors and a race cam,
when it did run, it was a beast.

So, when we moved to Bend into a
house with a six-car garage, I decided,

with permission from my long-suffering
wife who drives an F-type, to scratch an
itch and do a restomod E-Type. If things
go as planned, this car will go through 3
phases. The first phase was to get the car
updated and running, which became far
more involved than I planned.The second
phase, which I'm in now, was to do what I
should have done in the 1st phase and
replaced the drive train; the third phase, in
around five or so years, will be to convert
the car from gas to electric.

Ilearned a lot, and like all learning by
doing, the experience was expensive.

Buying The Car
Remotely:
I'm slowly learning because this was the

third car I've purchased without visiting
it in persona, and all three times, I regret-
ted not flying to see the car. It was in

Ohio, and I'd found it on eBay. I had
extensive pictures taken of the car, and it
supposedly had a Corvette engine in it
from an engine swap that had been done
decades earlier. It ran, had a Viper paint
job, iffy interior, but no visible rust. It had
been sitting for years. It had decent tires
and wheels, didn't appear to be leaking oil,
and I figured I could pick it up, drive it for
the summer, and then rebuild the engine.

Ibought the car for around $36K and,
when it arrived, it wasn't happy. It didn't

want to idle; it was way underpowered
for a 327 Corvette engine, and whoever
did the work learned (or didn't learn) on
the car. We ran the engine serial number
and discovered it was an iron block
engine out of a truck or Chevy Sedan
with Corvette valve covers. The engine
was supposed to have been rebuilt, but

we sent the oil out for analysis, and it was
full of metal. Whoever did the rebuild
must have used garden tools because they
had cracked mains.The cylinder walls
were severely scored and the biggest sur-
prise was the engine sounded OK.

Short Block Upgrade
Mistake:
The second mistake I made was buying

a complete engine that was certified
to have a certain level of performance.We
decided to go with a short block and then
use performance parts to raise the HP to
an estimated 425 ponies. Ironically, I
knew more about the Jaguar engine than
Chevy V8s.After applying high-perform-
ance heads, performance intake, fuel injec-
tion, and a mild race cam, I got 300 HP at
the flywheel or just a tad over what that
short block with stock Chevy parts was
supposed to put out.

And since we were using a Chevy
rather than the recommended (for E-

Types) Ford engine, the bonnet interfered

with the high-performance electronic dis-
tributor. No air cleaner would fit. This
phase is where I should have tossed the
engine and started over with a modern LS
engine. Still, I was penny-wise and pound-
foolish to be fair, we didn't test the engine
HP until after the bodywork was done
because driving the car with the bonnet
open 2” wasn't remotely safe.

Fabrication:

The car went into fabrication for the
next three years to fix several things I

would have done anyway and get the
engine to fit. We modified the bonnet to
look like a Series 1 car (covered head-
lights) and raised the power bulge so it
would close. We also flared the wheel
wells and fixed the rear tail lights.The car

had trailer tail lights on it when I bought
it, and they didn't work. There was a mis-
communication with the fabricator as I'd
planned to do a direct swap with those
taillights and taillights of a Mark X Jaguar,
which would have fit the old position. He
redid the entire rear of the car and placed
them where the stock tail lights would go,
and that didn't work.

I'd completely forgotten how tight the
cab in an E-Type roadster was with the

top up, and the top frame was in bad
shape. So we decided to do a speedster
build, removed the top, cut down the
windshield, lowered the car, and upgraded
the cooling system since the car was
overheating a lot.

Updating:

We then updated the car replacing
much of the wiring and gauges.The

interior was redone in all leather and
piano black wood. I put in a current-gen-
eration sound and navigation system,
Fossway racing brakes and replaced all the
bushing and bearings. We also discovered

Rob Enderle Spills All:
How Not To Do A Restomod E-Type Speedster
Phase 1

“L ike  many fo lks , now that  I 'm o lde r  and can a f fo rd  th ings , I 'm
exp lo r ing  p ro jec t s  I  wanted to  do as  a  k id  and cou ldn ' t  a f fo rd .”

Restomod continued onpage 6 5
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that when that original 327 engine was
installed, they destroyed the torsion bar
suspension system, so we had to go with
coil overs in front and strengthen the
front frame.

Result:

At the beginning of last summer, I then
ended up with a 300 HP car with a

four-speed automatic that was fun to
drive while it ran well. Unfortunately it
had recurring gremlins. With wide tires,
custom wheels out of Europe, and racing
suspension parts, it cornered like it was
on rails. It was quick and it was a hit at
the local Cars & Coffee.

But it was still unreliable: overheating,
oil leaks due to excessive flexing, and

issues with the electrics we hadn't
replaced. Now it is back in the shop get-
ting a custom-built certified 565 HP LS3,
an entire new modern front frame that
will take power, a six-speed band, new
modern electronic automatic transmis-
sion, updated wiring, and a completely dif-
ferent exhaust system that will likely still
wake the dead at full throttle. We will fix
the rear lights, delete the windshield
wipers since they didn't fit the cut down

windshield anyway, install non-Jaguar seats
and a completely new floor. We discov-
ered a ton of rust there when we scraped
off the stock soundproofing, (an excellent
reminder to look for rust because those
floor pans catch water. I almost had a
Flinstone car.)  The new LS3 didn't need
the bonnet to be modified, so there may
be a new bonnet in my future at some
point as well.

What I learned:

There were several expensive lessons I
learned.

1. Always see a car you are going to buy
in person. At the very least, you are in a
position to negotiate a better price in
person.
2. Use a current-generation engine if
you are going to buy a V8. Staying period
correct doesn't win you any points when
you are using a non-stock engine anyway.
3. When buying a performance engine,
buy it completely; mismatched compo-
nents will not give you optimal perform-
ance.
4. Don't forget to check the floors for
rust.
5. Rewire the entire car, not just the

part that is easy to rewire.
6. If you see many mistakes from a prior
build on the car, walk away, as the damage
you don't see will be surprisingly expen-
sive.
7. Buying a restomod that someone else
has done is often a ton cheaper than
doing one yourself if, and this is a big if, it
is done well.

Wrapping Up:

We'll revisit this project when this
next phase is done. Currently, we

have the new engine and transmission fit-
ted.The frame, floors and exhaust are
done. Hopefully, before the end of sum-
mer, I'll have my car back, and by the time
Cars & Coffee here starts up again (post-
pandemic), I'll again have a fantastic ride to
show off, and I'll be able to bring it on a
club drive (if that drive is on a sunny day).
You'll definitely hear me coming.
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Restomod continued from page 5

To follow the whole project, go the following web address:
XKE Resto Mod Project (V8) - Jaguar Forums - Jaguar Enthusiasts Forum

https://www.jaguarforums.com/forum/xk8-xkr-x100-17/2004-xkr-mod-project-82601/
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Environmental groups and scientists
with two universities are suggesting that
U.S. wildlife managers consider reintro-
ducing jaguars to the American
Southwest.

In a recently published paper, they say
habitat destruction, highways and existing
segments of the border wall mean that
natural reestablishment of the large cats
north of the U.S.-Mexico boundary would
be unlikely over the next century without
human intervention.

Jaguars are currently found in 19
countries, but biologists have said the ani-
mals have lost more than half of their his-
toric range from South and Central
America into the southwestern United
States largely due to hunting and habitat
loss. Several individual male jaguars have
been spotted in Arizona and New Mexico
over the last two decades but there's no
evidence of breeding pairs establishing
territories beyond northern Mexico. Most
recently, a male jaguar was spotted just
south of the border and another was
seen in Arizona in January.

Scientists and experts with the

Wildlife Conservation Society, the Center
for Landscape Conservation, Defenders of
Wildlife, the Center for Biological
Diversity and other organizations are
pointing to more than 31,800 square
miles of suitable habitat in the mountains
of central Arizona and New Mexico that
could potentially support anywhere from
90 to 150 jaguars.

They contend that reintroducing the
cats is essential to species conservation
and restoration of the region's ecosystem.
“We are attempting to start a new con-
versation around jaguar recovery, and this
would be a project that would be decades
in the making,” Sharon Wilcox of
Defenders of Wildlife, one of the study's
authors, said in an interview.“There are
ecological dimensions, human dimensions
that would need to be addressed in a
truly collaborative manner.There would
need to be a number of stakeholders who
would want to be at the table in order to
see this project move forward.”

Under a recovery plan finalized by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Mexico
as well as countries in Central and South

America are primarily responsible for
monitoring jaguar movements within
their territory.The agency has noted that
the Southwestern U.S. represents just one
tenth of 1% of the jaguar's historic range.

Environmentalists have criticized the
plan, saying the U.S. government over-
looked opportunities for recovery north
of the international border.

While the recovery plan doesn't call
for reintroductions in the U.S., federal
officials have said efforts will continue
to focus on sustaining habitat, eliminating
poaching and improving social acceptance
to accommodate those cats that find their
way across the border.The habitat high-
lighted by the conservation groups is
rugged and made up mostly of federally
managed land.They say it includes water
sources, suitable cover and prey.

Fish and Wildlife Service biologists
have yet to review the latest study, but
such a proposal would likely face fierce
opposition from ranchers and some rural
residents.

W I L D L I F E

Groups Call for Reintroduction
of Jaguars in Southwest

Susan Montoya Bryan 
Associated Press

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

We just wrapped up our fourth Hagerty Price Guide.We had to
rely much more on online listings. In other words, we were
pretty much like all the classic car shoppers who suddenly had
to get used to evaluating pixels instead of the real thing. One
key difference: we do this all day, every day.

Although there's no substitute for putting your own eyeballs on
a potential purchase, we have some tips for evaluating a car
online that you mind find useful in the hunt for your next clas-
sic.

Do your research
This should go without saying, but if you're interested in buying
a car, you should learn as much about it as possible long before

you start click-
ing on photos.
Being well
informed and
having a trained
eye is, of
course, key to
purchasing any
car, but
becomes
essential when
all you have to
go on is photos.
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T H E  A D V I S E R

Evaluating a Car Online
by Andrew Newton

8 May 2021

Evaluating continued on page 8



Lodging:
We have a room block reserved at our host hotel,The Residence Inn, with special Festival room rates. Call them at 541-382-
5001 and mention the Oregon Festival of Cars to get great pricing and free parking. Rooms will go quick and the release
date is August 1, so don't delay.

COVID:
We don't know what our COVID protocols are going to be, but all indications are that the state will be fully re-opened by
September. But whatever the situation may be, we will comply with all state requirements.

Please join us. Stay in the loop! Sign up to be on our mailing list.
We don't give out your information - just send you news on the Festival. http://www.oregonfestivalofcars.com/enews.php.
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REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN
We've had to navigate many twists and
turns - those are a lot more fun in our
cars! - but we finally got to the point of
going live with registration.

Go to Motorsportreg.com and our online
registration page. If Motorsport Reg is too
awkward to navigate, you can print and
mail/fax your registration form from our
website, or just call Barbara Grayson at
(503) 246-8477 and she will get you regis-
tered.

Friday,September 17:
Meet at Ron Tonkin Gran Turismo for cof-
fee and light trip nourishment, then join
the group headed to Bend. Clean your car
at the Festival Beer Wash at our host
hotel,The Residence Inn, provided by our
friends Griot's Garage and Neil
D'Autremont's Sidedraught City.
Check in at the Residence Inn.

Festival Day, September 18:
The Festival Car Show will be held at the
Deschutes Historic Museum.
Big news - The Festival Banquet is back
at our favorite venue, Kendall's Porsche of
Bend (in the former Club Carrera facility).

Sunday,September 19:

Wrap up the weekend with the Festival
Sunday Dash, a 2-hour-or-so romp
through beautiful Central Oregon.

�

Learn the car's major service intervals
and any potential mechanical gotchas. If
they haven't been performed or
addressed, you can use that as a negotiat-
ing tool with the seller.

Learn the market for the car. Know what
options, years, or even colors command a
premium price.This will help you set a
realistic budget and can help you spot any
potential bargains.

Consult someone
The price guide has always relied on
trusted industry insiders, but since the
pandemic began, we've relied on them
more than ever.That's not a bad idea if
you're shopping, either. It's never a bad
idea to send a knowledgeable friend the
link to the car you're about to bid on or
even to hire an expert to evaluate a
potential purchase. In addition to cooling
your gotta-have-it fever, (Hey, we've all

been there.) they might spot something
you missed.

Go right to the details
A halfway decent camera and good light-
ing can make all but the rattiest cars
appear fantastic on a computer screen.A
front 3/4 photo is nice to look at, sure,
but it doesn't actually tell you anything
meaningful about a car's condition. So
save yourself some time and scroll right
past the glamour shots. Look carefully at
the close-ups instead, because that's
where the information is.The most reli-
able auction sites will provide ample
closeups, including flaws, but these pic-
tures are often buried under the glamour
shots.They are trying to sell the thing,
after all.

This 1967 E-type coupe looks perfect in
the beauty shot, somewhat less so in the
closeup. Kudos to the auction company

for providing the latter.
It's generally hard to judge paint quality
with anything but the naked eye, but up
close shots might show swirls, scratches,
or chips. Pitting shown on a badge or
bumper in one photo might clue you in to
how the rest of the brightwork looks.
Faded gauges or worn seat upholstery
might clue you in to how the rest of the
interior looks. Look closely at engine bay
and underbody pho-tos, and do your
research to make sure that the parts
you're looking aren't just clean but also
correct.

Look at the tires. If a seller boasts a fresh
restoration but fitted cheap off-brand
tires, that should have you wondering
what other corners they cut in the hard-
er-to-see areas of the car. It's also safe to
assume that if you spot some flaws in a
photo gallery, there are more flaws that
you can't see.

Evaluating continued from page 7

Evaluating continued on page138
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UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson's gov-
ernment has pulled forward its ban on
internal-combustion vehicles to 2030.

Photo by LEON NEAL/POOL/AFP via Getty Images

Many readers have asked us how environ-
mental regulations will impact classic cars.
We thought it'd be helpful to start by
looking overseas at the U.K., which has
generally been more aggressive than the
United States in enacting green legislation
and recently announced a ban on the sale
of new internal-combustion vehicles start-
ing in 2030.We will be examining this
topic more in the months ahead.

On November 18th, 2020 the U.K.
Government unveiled its Ten Point Plan
for a Green Industrial Revolution policy
paper.Amongst its discussion of invest-
ments in low-carbon hydrogen, new
nuclear power stations and offshore
windfarms was commitment to reducing
motoring emissions by bringing forward
the ban on the sale of traditional petrol-
and diesel-powered vehicles to 2030-ten
years earlier than originally planned. In
doing so, the U.K. will become the first
nation within the G7 to ban the sale of
new internal combustion engine cars.

“The U.K. is going further and faster than
any other major economy to decarbonize
transport, harnessing the power of clean,
green technology to end the U.K.'s con-

tribution to climate change by 2050,”
announced Transport Secretary Grant
Shapps.“Bringing forward the phase-out
date could create 40,000 extra jobs by
2030… and will see emissions reductions
equivalent to taking more than 4 million
cars off the road.”

The U.K. will become the first nation
within the G7 to ban the sale of new
internal combustion engine cars.

For some motorists this was a step too
far. Facebook groups dedicated to the
repeal of the ban were created, and a
petition for the same was started on the
government's own website.The Daily Mail
published articles warning that 1/3 of all
motorists could not afford even the
cheapest electric car and in a BBC inter-
view, Mike Hawes from the Society of
Motor Manufacturers and Traders
(SMMT) said,“The challenge to the indus-
try is absolutely massive… to bring in
brand new technology in the space of a
few years is an incredible challenge.”

As it happened, the petition fell short of
the 10,000 signatures required for the
Government to look at the problem
again, but an analysis of where the signa-
tories lived showed a distinct trend, typi-
cally coming from remote, rural areas
such as the Lake District, North Wales,
North Yorkshire and the Scottish
Highlands.These are people for whom the
car is not a luxury, but currently the only
viable form of transport.These communi-
ties also tend to have lower levels of
income than in large urban centers.

And there you have all the problems with
the government's targets in a nutshell.
Creating an infrastructure for electric
cars in a city is one thing, but building
something that supports the use of EVs in
remote rural areas that is also affordable
to low-income families is an incredible

challenge, especially given limitations of
battery technology, at present.Take the
Nissan Leaf as an example. Its full range is
168 miles, around a quarter of that of an
equivalent diesel car.Then there's the bat-
tery degradation: Nissan provides an
eight-year warranty, but this only covers a
loss of capacity below 9 bars (out of an
initial 12).That would bring the range
down to around 126 miles. Plus, lithium-
ion batteries don't cope so well with cold
weather, not something that is ideal if you
live up a mountain in Scotland or Wales.
Perhaps most important, when it comes
to collector cars specifically, is to consider
that the aim of this legislation is to bring
down the regular use of petrol and diesel
engines in cars. Collector cars are not
regular.

But, as is often the case, things are rarely
as black and white as portrayed in a social
media post.The complexity of the task
facing the government in implementing
this policy is one of the main reasons why
lovers of ICE cars should not worry that
the petrol and diesel pumps will be
switched off within the next decade. Plus,
there will still be a lot of ICE vehicles on
the road: not only will brand new hybrid
cars still be for sale in the U.K. until 2035,
but there will also be all of the foreign-
registered goods vehicles.There will also
be millions of cars still in private owner-
ship.Yes, fuel and road taxes may increase
to encourage a change to EVs, but the
SMMT considers the average vehicle life-
time to be 13.9 years.That brings us near
to 2050-rather far away.

Far enough, perhaps, for technology to
allow gas-powered vehicles to be enjoyed
without oil. Porsche recently announced a
partnership with Siemens to develop cli-
mate-neutral alternative fuels ('E-fuels')
that can be used in regular internal com-
bustion engines.Their production facility
will be in operation by 2022, and by 2024

V i e w  f r o m  t h e  U . K .

How Will the U.K.'s Ban on
Internal-combustion Vehicles
Impact Classics? by John Mayhead

6 May 2021

Vehicles continued on page 10



1967 E Type FHC
Started restoration but not completed.
Now it’s your turn. Many OE and NOS
parts included. Numbers matching,
55,000 miles, nearly rust free body and
bonnet. Blasted and primed subframe.
Five nice wires, complete new interior,
tool kit. Color is Golden Sand.
Car is located in Edmonds,WA.Asking
$55,000. Call or email Mike Hunsley:
206-795-7938,
mikehedmonds@gmail.com

XJS Lamps – Rare and Like New
These lamps are from a Jaguar XJS most
likely vintage 1976 to 1991. They are in
excellent condition and have complete
original wire harness with original plug.
I am asking $75 each for the side mark-
ers, $55 each for the bumper turn sig-
nals. We live in West Portland so easy
to acquire these – contact me at:
steve_varga@yahoo.com

Wanted:
Member of JOCO is looking for an E-
type Roadster in great driving condition
and prefers to purchase it through our
Club. Please call 503.481.2233 or email
trends2012@live.com
Beautiful 1995 Jaguar XJ6

We have enjoyed my XJ for several
years. This is 100% a Portland car sold
new and serviced at Monte Shelton
Jaguar and then properly maintained by
JLR Portland when acquired by me as
second owner. For a 25 year old Jaguar,
it shows very well. Colors are Ice Blue
with a blue grey leather interior embel-
lished with beautiful wood veneer. We
drive it frequently and it runs well, no
problems. Tires and brakes are very
good. Comes with two keys and Fobs
and a new battery installed by JLR as
part of a recent service. Mileage is
115,000.
This stand-out classic Jaguar is well-
priced at $4,495. For more details,
contact me – Brad – at: bradleys@jlr-
portland.com or call 503.265.5124

For Sale 2001 XKR Silverstone
Edition convertible.
200 exported from England when Jaguar was
reintroduced into formula racing on the
Silverstone track in 2001. 139 purported in
US now. Like new inside and out. 84,000
miles, wheels are 20s, platinum silver exteri-
or, black interior, maple wood details.
Supercharged - with every Silverstone
option on the car. New factory brakes.
Includes silver car cover.Asking $16,500.
Call JOCO members Mike Scott or Sandi
Lesh. 503-636-9303.

Seeking winter storage parking
for an XK150.
Fred and Bonnie Nuttall are trying to find
dry (inside but need not be heated) stor-
age/parking for our ‘58 XK150.
Location hopefully to be in the
Portland/Beaverton greater areas, but all
locations to be considered. We have a cover
for it and a battery tender (which need not
be used if no power is available). Storage is
needed from June to June/June (to be
retrieved likely before the Vancouver ABFM).
We do not need access to the car during
those storage months.A reasonable rental
fee will gladly be paid.
If you have space or know of some, please
contact Fred or Bonnie: 503-616-5510 or
<nuttallf@gmail.com>

Wheels (and
tires) for Ser. III

XJ6 Free for the

taking, but in sets
of two (3 sets or
six, total.) Wheels
good, tires bad.
Contact Glen

Enright britcar69@hevanet.com
or 503-341-2906

FOR SALE: 1970 Ser. 2 E-type
convertible. Light blue with dark
interior. Has hard top. Meticulously
restored to a very high standard.
Local, regional and national JCNA
winner. Maintained with copious
records. Asking $80,000. From Bill

Beatty collection. Call Kay Beatty: 503-837-9189 or kbeatty123@yahoo.com

JOCO MARKET PLACE
June 2021 The Official Newsletter of the Jaguar Owners Club of Oregon

they are expecting to create 55M litres of synthetic fuel and
ten times that by 2026.

Perhaps most important, when it comes to collector cars
specifically, is to consider that the aim of this legislation is to
bring down the regular use of petrol and diesel engines in cars.
Collector cars are not regular.Today there are around 32.5M
cars on the road in the U.K., around 1.5 percent of which are
considered classics.The average annual mileage of a 'standard'
car is considered to be 10,000 compared with 2,214 for clas-
sics. So, in terms of miles covered, what we enthusiasts in our
old cars account for around 0.35 percent of the total.The gov-
ernment seems to understand that the environmental impact

of such vehicles is minimal and already affords them special
treatment: Classics over 40 years old are presently exempt
from road taxes in the U.K.And, to be perfectly clear: Nothing
in the legislation targets vintage cars or even used cars.

In other words, even if improvements to batteries and charging
infrastructure allow the electric car to become the dominant
form of transportation in the U.K., for those classics that are
left, there will be fuel to burn-it just might be more expensive
and may even be synthetic.

John Mayhead is publisher of the U.K. Hagerty Price Guide.
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Our special Partnerships are with organizations dedicated to the highest level of Jaguar
preservation and care.They are supporters of our Club who understand our apprecia-
tion and pride that comes from owning one of the finest automobiles ever made, one
with a Royal heritage.

Each of our Partners stand ready to address your needs with absolute professionalism
and as a fellow enthusiast.They will appreciate your support as much as we appreciate
theirs.And your Cat will carry on with a purr.

June 2021 The Official Newsletter of the Jaguar Owners Club of Oregon
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Did you see a great

Jag?

Give th
is to

 th
e owner.

The m
ore th

e m
erri

er!

Date

Name(s)

Address

City, State, Zip

Home Phone Business Phone

Cell Phone Fax Email

Jaguar(s) owned

Profession

Hobbies

MEMBERSHIP  Please select one of the following membership options Amount Paid

Annual Membership renewal for 2021 ONLY - $30 for JCNA dues) $30 $

NEW Annual Membership for 2021 ONLY - (Includes $10 initiation fee and $30 for JCNA dues) $40 $

MEMBERSHIP Accessories (the following are available, if requested)

JOCO Member Car Badge(s) Please specify how many you would like $20 ea. $

JOCO Member Name Badge(s) Please specify how many you would like and the name(s) $18 ea. $

Total Amount enclosed $

Pay by Check or Credit Card

Make check payable to the Jaguar Owners Club of Oregon

If you would rather pay by credit card, please fill out the following information

Visa                 MasterCard

Card Number

Expires on                                          Security code

Name as it appears on card

Signature

Mail this completed application with your check or credit card information to
Jaguar Owners Club of Oregon • 1641 S.W. Multnomah Blvd. • Portland, Oregon 97219

You can also fax your application with credit card information directly to JOCO at 503-246-8478

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
We look forward to having you as a member of the Jaguar Owners Club of Oregon. Since our
founding in 1968, JOCO has been dedicated to the care, preservation and exercise of Jaguar
automobiles, and we have lots of fun together. Upon receipt of the completed application
we will be contacting you with everything you’ll need to head down the road with us.
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Another detail worth noting: On a classified listing, check the
date it was posted. If a car was listed eight months ago and is
still for sale, there may be something wrong with it or the seller
might be inflexible and asking too much money.

Watch out for what's missing
Is there something conspicuously absent from a listing? That
should be cause for concern.A gallery of 300 photos is great,
but if they're all from 30 feet away then they're useless. Lack of
underbody photos, engine bay shots, or interior views is a defi-
nite red flag. If a convertible doesn't show any shots of the soft
top, you should be suspicious.

For many classic cars, documentation that can prove a match-
ing-numbers drivetrain or track an ownership history is impor-
tant, and a lack of that documentation is another red flag. Is the
seller claiming a restoration work or service was performed?
Look for the receipts.Things like original owner's manuals or
tool kits can also cost thousands to replace, and if they aren't
shown or listed you can probably assume they aren't there.Ask
the seller to clarify.

Communicate with the seller
Be it in a comment section, a private message or a good-old-
fashioned phone call, pay attention to what the seller says and
how they answer questions. Be wary of vague answers, and ask
them to take extra photos for you if you want to see something
more closely.

We've all read “I know what I have” in a listing, but even just a
quick conversation with the seller can clue you in to just how
knowledgeable they are.

CARFAX isn't perfect

For more modern collector cars, a CARFAX or AutoCheck can
be a great tool for clarifying a vehicle's history, especially when
you aren't able to inspect a car in person. But neither one is
gospel. Not every incident gets reported to
CARFAX/AutoCheck, and there can be lag time between when
an incident actually occurs and when one of those online tools
records it. Insisting on a vehicle history report is always a good
idea, but take it with a grain of salt.

Another good habit is to just pop the car's VIN into Google.
This simple step can reveal all sorts of information, including
additional pictures, online discussions or forum posts, or previ-
ous auc-tion listings.

If it seems too good to be true, it
probably is

A seemingly great car with a low asking price is always tempt-
ing, but don't let the potential of a great bargain keep you from
practicing good judgment.

June 2021 The Official Newsletter of the Jaguar Owners Club of Oregon

Evaluating continued from page 8

I came upon an interesting item in a psychology magazine I was
reading:
A new study found that people who take their coffee black are
more likely to exhibit strong sociopathic traits. And people who
order a quad shot, non-fat, vanilla soy, extra foam, light whip with
caramel drizzle are more likely to be their victims.

Oh, no! My fear of moving stairs is escalating! 

Campers: Nature's way of feeding mosquitoes.

A little entomological trivia. Ants never get sick.They are full of
little ant-i-bodies.

Whoever said talk is cheap has obviously never consulted a
lawyer!

Why do I lose when the police officer says papers and I say scis-
sors? 

Chap down the street is a philosophy professor who suffers
from dyslexia and insomnia. Says he often lies awake all night
wondering if there really is a dog.
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